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And then, the moment when all sounds quietly rest,
all desires wander to disappear,
I know it's the time thinking of you with the colors
in your eyes that I am so familiar. Giraffe,
if you still keep the way in the midnight or early
morning at one or two with opened or absent,
with smiling or tearing eyes gazing at the spot
to imagine retreating from the adventure.
The entire city is deeply sleeping but you know well the souls:
if they are heavy or delight and whenever they want to cry.
It's a real graceful turn. Giraffe, and no one knows
the reason you've been as a giant shadow
and always as poised as trees. Giraffe,
very and very slow you are walking along the street
at the same height as the skyscrapers
and as calm, and as lazy as them too.
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